Abstract. The goal of this article is twofold. On one hand, we study the subvarieties of projective varieties which possess partially ample normal bundle; we prove that they are G2 in the ambient space. This generalizes results of Hartshorne and Bȃdescu-Schneider. We work with the cohomological partial ampleness introduced by Totaro.
Introduction
While searching for an appropriate concept of amplitude for higher codimensional subvarieties, Hartshorne investigated the geometric and cohomological properties of pairs pX, Y q consisting of a projective scheme X and a local complete intersection subscheme Y with ample normal bundle. On one hand, Y Ă X is G2 that is, the formal completionX Y determines anétale neighbourhood of Y ; furthermore, subvarieties of projective spaces are actually G3 (cf. [26, 27, 29] ). On the other hand, the cohomology groups of coherent sheaves on the complement XzY are finite dimensional and vanish, above appropriate degrees.
It turns out that the assumption about the ampleness of the normal bundle can be weakened. It suffices to require either a Hermitian metric with partially positive curvature (cf. [22, 14] ) or partial ampleness in the sense of Sommese (cf. [30, 6] ). A comprehensive reference to the algebraic approach to the problem is Bȃdescu's book [5] .
Ample subvarieties of projective varieties were defined by Ottem in [38] , based on Totaro's work [42] on cohomological ampleness. Their normal bundle is ample, but not conversely. Ample subvarieties enjoy pleasant features: they are G3 in the ambient space and the cohomological dimension of their complement is the smallest possible (the co-dimension minus one).
In a different framework, the author introduced the weaker notion of a q-ample subvariety, generalizing the ample subvarieties defined by Ottem (cf. [24] ). One shows that the qampleness of a subvariety Y Ă X consists of two conditions: -a global one, which is an upper bound on the cohomological dimension of the complement XzY ; -a local one, the q-ampleness of the normal bundle. In general, it is difficult to estimate the cohomological dimension of the complement of a subvariety. The issue has been intensively investigated (cf. [27, 37, 35, 18] ).
Concerning the second condition, Hartshorne initiated the study of subvarieties with ample normal bundle (cf. [26, 27] ). In [6] , Bȃdescu-Schneider proved the G2 property for subvarieties with globally generated, partially ample normal bundle (in the sense of Sommese [40] ). The result implies that generating subvarieties of rational homogeneous and abelian varieties are G3. Their approach essentially uses the global generation of the normal bundle, in order to reduce the problem to [26] . Faltings proved in [18] that the G3 property holds for low codimensional subvarieties of rational homogeneous varieties and also estimated the cohomological dimension of their complement.
To our knowledge, the properties of subvarieties with q-ample normal bundle have not been investigated yet. We emphasize that we refer to the cohomological partial ampleness introduced by Arapura-Totaro [2, 42] , which is less restrictive than the partial ampleness of Sommese. This is the main motivation for our study.
The advantage of the cohomological ampleness is that of being a numerical condition. We show that the G2 property holds for subvarieties whose co-normal bundle is not pseudoeffective. This yields numerous new examples of subvarieties with partially ample, but neither ample nor globally generated, normal bundle: e.g. sufficiently generic subvarieties of uniruled varieties. The ubiquity of these objects is, in our opinion, a strong motivation to systematically study their properties. We highlight the main results obtained in this article. Theorem Let X be a non-singular irreducible projective variety, defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and let Y be a local complete intersection subvariety. Then the following statements hold:
(i) (cf. 2.1, 3.4) If Y is connected and its normal bundle in X is pdim Y´1q-ample, then Y is G2 and the cohomology groups of coherent sheaves on XzY are finite dimensional, above a certain degree. (ii) (cf. 8.1) If Y is pdim Y´1q-ample, then it is G3. In particular, it holds:
(a) (cf. Moreover, we prove the G3 property for movable subvarieties of minimal Mori dream spaces (cf. 8.4) and of the strongly (very) movable subvarieties introduced by Voisin (cf. 8.9) . Furthermore, we obtain several results concerning the behaviour under natural operations, e.g. intersections, products, pre-images. We discuss a conjecture of Fulton-Hansen [20] and Hartshorne [27] , concerning the connectedness of the intersection of two subvarieties (of an ambient space X) with ample normal bundle. The conjecture and various versions hold for X a projective space, a flag variety, a homogeneous space, or products of such (cf. [20, 25, 18, 16, 7] ). The approach inhere applies to arbitrary ambient varieties. We impose partial ampleness to one subvariety-not only to its normal bundle-and we analyse how is this property preserved by intersections. Our contribution to this topic is the following (see loc. cit. for details):
Theorem (cf. 9.2) Let X be a projective variety, Y a lci subvariety, and V f Ñ X a morphism, with V projective, irreducible. Suppose q :" dim f pV q´codim X Y ą 0 and Y Ă X is q-ample. Then the following statements hold: 1. Preliminary notions Notation 1.1 We work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Throughout the article, X stands for a connected, noetherian formal scheme, regular and projective over k; X stands for an irreducible projective variety over k. We denote by Y either a subscheme of definition of X-by assumption, it is projective-, or a closed subscheme of X. Let dim Y be the maximal dimension of its irreducible components; if Y Ă X, codimpY q :" dim X´dim Y . We assume that all the components of Y are at least 1-dimensional, so dim Y ě 1.
Furthermore, let I Y Ă O X (resp. Ă O X ) be the sheaf of ideals defining Y . For a ě 0, let Y a be the subscheme defined by the I a`1 Y . The formal completion of X along Y is defined asX Y :" lim Ý Ñ Y a . If X is non-singular in a neighbourhood of Y , thenX Y is regular and projective. Details can be found in [28, Section II.9] .
In the case where Y is a locally complete intersection-lci for short-in X, we denote its normal sheaf by N " N Y :" pI Y {I 2 Y q _ ; it is locally free of rank ν on Y . The structure sheaves of the various thickenings Y a fit into the exact sequences:
For a coherent sheaf G, we denote h t pGq :" dim k H t pGq; for a field extension K ãÑ K 1 , trdeg K K 1 is the transcendence degree; ct A,B,... stands for a real constant depending on the quantities A, B, . . . . A line (resp. vector) bundle is an invertible (resp. locally free) sheaf.
Suppose Y is connected; let KpX Y q be the field of formal rational functions on X along Y . We recall the following terminology due to Hironaka-Matsumura (cf. [29] ): 
It's enough to verify this property for G " A´k, k ě 1, where A P PicpY q is a fixed, but otherwise arbitrary, ample line bundle (cf. [42, Theorem 6.3] ).
(
Eq is q-ample. This is equivalent saying that, for any coherent sheaf G on Y , there is ct G ą 0 such that
The q-amplitude of E, denoted q E , is the smallest integer q which satisfies this property. We remark that E is q-ample if and only if E Y red is q-ample (cf. [42, Corollary 7.2] ).
The q-amplitude enjoys uniformity and sub-additivity properties, which we recall. Theorem 1.3 (i) (cf. [42, Theorem 6.4, 7 .1]) Let Y be a projective scheme, A, L P PicpY q. We assume that A is sufficiently ample-Koszul-ample, cf. [42, pp. 733]-, and L is q-ample. Then there are constants ct
ą 0, such that for any coherent sheaf G on Y holds:
Here reg A pGq stands for the regularity of G with respect to A.
(ii) (cf. [42, Theorem 3.4] ) If H 0 pO Y q " k then, for any locally free sheaf E and coherent sheaf G on Y , holds: reg A pE b Gq ď reg A pEq`reg A pGq.
be an exact sequence of locally free sheaves on the projective scheme Y . Then it holds:
For products one has a better estimate. Lemma 1.5 Let X 1 , X 2 be irreducible projective varieties and E 1 , E 2 be locally free sheaves on them which are q E 1 -, q E 2 -ample, respectively. Let E 1 ' E 2 be the direct sum of their pull-backs to X 1ˆX2 . Then we have:
Proof. It suffices to take G in (1.3) of the form pA 1 b A 2 q´1, with A 1 , A 2 ample line bundles on X 1 , X 2 , respectively. Then holds:
It remains to apply the definition, for t ě maxtq 
(ii) O PpEq p1q is not pseudo-effective, where PpEq :" ProjpSym ‚ E _ q; in this case, we say that E _ is not pseudo-effective. (iii) There is a dominant morphism ϕ : C S Ñ Y , with S affine and C S an integral curve over S, such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) ϕ˚E admits a line sub-bundle M which is relatively ample for C S Ñ S; (2) Denote by C S,y the curves passing through the general point y P Y . Then the corresponding lines M y Ă E y are movable in PpE y q.
Proof. Let O Y p1q be an ample line bundle on Y . Denote by ω Y the dualizing sheaf of Y (cf.
[28, Prop. III.7.5]); it is torsion free of rank one and there is c ą 0 such that:
The pdim Y´1q-ampleness means:
and to:
But the last condition is the pdim PpEq´1q-ampleness of O PpEq p´1q and (i)ô(ii) follows. The equivalence (ii)ô(iii) is a direct consequence of the duality theorem between the pseudo-effective cone and the movable cone [9, Theorem 0.2] . l
Note that the notion of a pseudo-effective vector bundle used in [9, §7] is more restrictive. It also requires that the projection of the non-nef locus of O PpEq p1q does not cover Y .
1.3. q-positivity. Proposition 1.7 (cf. [40, Proposition 1.7] ). For a globally generated, locally free sheaf E on Y , the following statements are equivalent:
(i) E is q-ample (cf. Definition 1.2);
(ii) The fibres of the morphism PpE _ q Ñ |O PpE _ q p1q| are at most q-dimensional. We say that E is Sommese-q-ample if it satisfies any of these conditions. Definition 1.8 (cf. [1, 17] ) Suppose X is a smooth, complex projective variety. A line bundle L on X is q-positive, if it admits a Hermitian metric whose curvature is positive definite on a subspace of T X,x of dimension at least dim X´q, for all x P X; equivalently, the curvature has at each point x P X at most q negative or zero eigenvalues. E is Sommese-q-ample ô O PpE _ q p1q is q-positive.
(ii)(cf. [8, 38] ) Let L P PicpXq be q-positive and Y P |L| a smooth divisor. Then it holds:
surjective, for t " dim X´q´1.
Part I: Subvarieties with q -ample normal bundle
Hartshorne investigated in [26] the cohomological properties of subvarieties with ample normal bundle and of their complements. Here we generalize a number of his results-those in op.cit., Sections 5, 6-to subvarieties with cohomologically q-ample normal bundle. The difficulty to overcome is that several statements, especially those needed to deduce the G2 property, are proved for curves with ample normal bundle; the general case is obtained by induction. For this reason, we must reprove the statements involving curves.
Bȃdescu and Schneider [6] generalized Hartshorne's results to subvarieties whose normal bundle is Sommese-q-ample. They assume that the normal bundle is globally generated, because the proof is based on dimensional reduction. Hence their applications concern mainly subvarieties of homogeneous spaces and abelian varieties.
Finite dimensionality results
In this section we follow [26, Section 5] . 
In particular, if q N ď dim Y´1 and X is connected, then H 0 pX, O X q " k.
it is enough to prove that the sequence eventually becomes stationary. For F :" F b O Y , the exact sequences (1.1) yield:¨¨Ñ
The lci condition implies that Y is Gorenstein. The Serre duality and the q N -ampleness of N imply the vanishing of the leftmost term, for a " 0. For the second statement, observe that H 0 pX, O X q is an integral domain and also a finite dimensional k-algebra. 
(ii) Let X be a non-singular projective scheme over k and Y a closed lci subscheme whose normal bundle is q N -ample; let L be a q L -ample, invertible sheaf on X. Then the following statements hold, for all coherent sheaves G on XzY :
, it is enough to show:
The sub-additivity property 1.4 implies that N ' L is pq N`qL q-ample. So the vanishing holds for Let S be an irreducible projective variety and E a locally free sheaf of rank r ě 2 on S. Let X :" PpE _ q " ProjpSym ‚ Eq and π : X Ñ S be the natural projection. The Euler sequence shows that the relative tangent bundle T X,π is π-relatively ample, so it is dim S-ample. Corollary 2.3 Let the situation be as above. Suppose Y Ă X is a smooth family of subvarieties parametrized by S of relative codimension δ, dim Y ą dim S; that is, dπ Y : T Y Ñ πY T S is surjective and codim X pY q " δ. Then H t pXzY, Gq is finite dimensional, for all coherent sheaves G on XzY and t ě dim S`δ.
We remark that Hartshorne's result corresponds to S " tpointu. 
The following properties are satisfied:
Proof. We fix O Y p1q sufficiently ample (cf. 1.3) and consider the regularity of the various sheaves with respect to it. Also, we assume that Y is irreducible, otherwise we prove the estimates on its components. 
It is well-known that h 0 pO Y pkqq is bounded above by a polynomial in k, of degree dim Y (cf. [34, 1.2.33] ). But`a`e´1 e´1˘i s a polynomial in a of degree e´1; overall, we obtain a polynomial in a, |b| of total degree dim Y`e´1.
(ii) Let ω Y be the dualizing sheaf of Y . There is c 0 " c 0 pY q ě 1 such that ω Y b O Y pc 0 q is globally generated. A generic section induces an inclusion O Y p´c 0 q Ă ω Y , so:
Claim The right hand-side vanishes for b as in (3.1). Henceforth we replace F by Fp´c 0 q and verify the statement for h dim Y pF _ bSym a pEqbL b q. In order to track the dependence of the constants on the various parameters, note that the effect of replacing F ù Fp´c 0 q is reg F _ ù reg F _´c 0 , where c 0 depends only on Y . We observe that it is enough to prove the claim for Y reduced and for an arbitrary coherent sheaf G on Y instead of F _ . Indeed, for I :" KerpO Y Ñ O Y red q, there is r ą 0 such that I r " 0. Thus O Y admits a filtration (similar to (1.1)) by the quotients I k´1 {I k , 1 ď k ď r, which are O Y red -modules, and we may use the estimates for
Since Y is irreducible and reduced, we have H 0 pO Y q " k. The uniform q-ampleness property (cf. 1.3) implies that there are constants depending only on O Y p1q, such that:
Since Sym a E is a direct summand of E ba , the sub-additivity of the regularity (cf. 1.3(ii)) yields regpG b Sym a Eq ď a¨regpEq`regpGq, so (3.1) holds for:
The coefficient of a is indeed independent of G.
(iii) Again, we prove the estimate for Y reduced and F _ replaced by an arbitrary coherent sheaf G on Y . By the uniform pdim Y´1q-ampleness,
It remains to apply 1.
[26, Theorem 6.2, Corollary 6.6]) Let the situation be as in 1.1. We assume that Y is lci and its normal bundle is pdim Y´1q-ample, of rank ν. For any locally free sheaf F and invertible sheaf L on X, there is a polynomial of degree dim Y`ν such that:
With the notation of (3.2), for γ :" ct
, we have the estimate:
Since F is a subsheaf of pA c 0 q 'rkF , for c 0 " maxt1, reg F _ u, it is enough to prove the proposition for F " A c 0 .
Consider S :" PpO PpN _ q p´1q ' O PpN _and denote by O S p1q the relatively ample invertible sheaf on it. The right hand-side above can be re-written as follows:
. In order to include the term A´c 0´1 , we use the exact sequence
which yields:
Of course, Y 1 depends on c 0 , a posteriori on F. However, both terms are bounded above by polynomials in b, of degree at most dim Y`ν and dim Y`ν´1, respectively. l 
KpXq is a finitely generated extension of k.
Proof. With our preparations, the proof is identical to loc. cit.. Let τ :" trdeg k KpXq and choose a transcendence basis ξ 1 , . . . , ξ τ P KpXq. Since X is regular, there are invertible sheaves L i on X, i " 1, . . . , τ , and sections
H 0 pX, L b q is an integral domain, because Y is connected, and one has the injective ring homomorphism: Proof. Indeed, in this case KpXq is a subfield of KpX Y q, so trdeg k KpX Y q ě dim X " dim Y`ν, hence we are in the case (ii) of the previous theorem. l
The result is optimal, in the sense that one can not conclude that Y is G3 in X (cf. [27, Example pp. 199], [5, Example 9.1]). In Section 8, we shall see several conditions which ensure the G3 property.
3.1. A formality criterion. Our discussion yields a short proof of a result obtained in [12] . One says that the formal principle holds for a pair pX, Y q consisting of a scheme X and a closed subscheme Y if the following condition is satisfied: for any other pair pZ, Y q such that Z Y -X Y , extending the identity of Y , there is an isomorphism betweenétale neighbourhoods of Y in X and in Z which induces the identity on Y . Note that this strengthens loc. cit., since Y is assumed only lci, rather than smooth. Griffiths and Commichau-Grauert obtained similar results in complex analytic setting. On one hand, Griffiths investigates in [22] the formality/rigidity property described above, for smooth subvarieties Y Ă X whose normal bundle is partially positive/negative. In [idem, VI. §5, pp. 425], he considers subvarieties whose normal bundle N Y {X admits a Hermitian metric whose curvature has signature ps, tq, with s`t " dim Y , and proves in [ibid., II. §2, 3] the rigidity of the embedding Y Ă X, as soon as s ě 2.
The concept of partial positivity/negativity of the normal bundle is inspired from AndreottiGrauert [1] , who studied arbitrary vector bundles which admit Hermitian metrics whose curvature has mixed signature. Their essential cohomological property is the following: if N admits a Hermitian metric of signature ps, tq, then N is pdim Y´sq-ample (cf. We conclude that the cohomological approach adopted in this article yields under weaker assumptions the rigidity results obtained in [22, 14] . 
is not pseudo-effective.
Proof. The statements are consequences of the sub-additivity properties 1.4 and 1.5.
is lci in X and its normal bundle fits into:
Since f is flat, its fibre dimension is constant. The claim follows from Leray's spectral sequence applied to
The connectedness and G3-property of the intersection of partially ample subvarieties is discussed in Section 9. The corollary says that the analogous G2-property holds under fairly general circumstances.
Varieties whose cotangent bundle is not pseudo-effective. Suppose Y Ă X is a smooth subvariety. Proposition 1.6 relates the pdim Y´1q-ampleness of the normal bundle of Y to the non-pseudo-effectiveness of N _ Y {X . Since N Y {X is a quotient of T X , one hopes that Theorem 3.3 applies to (generic) subvarieties of projective varieties X such that O PpT X q p1q is not pseudo-effective. Examples of projective varieties with O PpT X q p1q non-pseudo-effective include uniruled varieties and, possibly, Calabi-Yau varieties.
Indeed, the canonical bundle of an uniruled variety X is not pseudo-effective (cf. [9] ), hence its cotangent bundle is the same (cf. [17, Theorem 6.7(a)]). One can explicitly see this as follows: it is enough to find a moving curve ϕ " pϕ P , ϕ Z q : C Ñ P 1ˆZ , as in Proposition 1.6, on a ruling P 1ˆZ of X. Consider a complete intersection C Ă Z of high degree, so ϕ Z is the inclusion, and a finite morphism ϕ P : C Ñ P 1 . Then ϕ is movable because P 1 is homogeneous. The line bundle L " O C pxq, x P C, on C is ample and L Ă ϕP pT P 1 q, since ϕP T P 1 is globally generated. Similarly, the normal bundle N C{Z is a direct sum of globally generated line bundles of large degree, so HompL, ϕZ N C{Z q is globally generated too. Hence the inclusion L Ă ϕ˚T P 1ˆZ is movable.
Candidates of varieties with non-pseudo-effective cotangent bundle include Calabi-Yau varieties X. In [17, Corollary 6.12] it is proved that O PpT X q p1q is not pseudo-effective if its non-nef locus of does not cover the whole X. Corollary 4.3 Let X be a projective variety whose cotangent bundle is not pseudo-effective. Then the diagonal ∆ X :" tpx, xq | x P Xu is G2 in the product XˆX.
(See 10.5 for the G3-property of the diagonal in the quasi-homogeneous case.) Proof. The normal bundle of ∆ X is isomorphic to T X and we conclude by 3.4. l Notation 4.4 For shorthand, denote P :" PpT X q and P Y :" PpT Xae Y q its restriction to Y ; let π : P Ñ X be the projection. Define MovpP Y q Q Ă H 2 pP Y ; Qq to be the cone generated by the classes of movable curves on P Y and MovpPq Q similarly.
If O P p1q is not pseudo-effective, there are numerous subvarieties Y Ă X with O P Y p1q nonpseudo-effective. Indeed, there is a reduced, movable curve M Ă P such that O P p1q¨M ă 0, of the form M " σ˚M , withP
Theorem 4.5 Let the notation be as above and assume that O P p1q is not pseudo-effective. Consider a smooth irreducible subvariety
One may ask if one can weaken the condition on O P p1q. The answer is negative, for sufficiently general subvarieties. Hence, if X has pseudo-effective cotangent bundle and Y Ă X is a general subvariety, the partial ampleness of N Y {X has to be verified directly. (ii) Let S be an affine parameter space, Y S Ă SˆX an S-flat family of subvarieties of X. Curves on X are parametrized by their Hilbert polynomial with respect to O X p1q, of degree one, with integer coefficients. Let Π be the set of polynomials which occur as Hilbert polynomials of movable curves on Y s , for s P S; it is a countable set.
For P P Π, denote by Hilb
Ñ S the corresponding relative Hilbert scheme; it is projective over S. We are interested only in the components corresponding to curves. For s P S, let Π s Ă Π be the set of polynomials P s such that π Ps is not dominant; denote For k " C and X Kählerian, results obtained by Boucksom imply: if O P p1q is pseudoeffective and Y Ă X is such that P Y is not contained in the non-nef locus of O P p1q, then O P Y p1q is pseudo-effective too. For the converse, however, it is not clear on which subvarieties should one check the non-pseudo-effectiveness of O P p1q.
Part II: q -ample subvarieties of projective varieties Ottem introduced in [38] the notion of an ample subvariety of a projective variety and studied the corresponding properties. In what follows, we generalize this concept and define partial ampleness for subvarieties. A number of results extend to this setting.
Related to the discussion in Part I, the normal bundle of partially ample, lci subvarieties are partially ample, but, additionally, one controls the cohomological dimension of their complement. Therefore, partially ample subvarieties enjoy the stronger G3 property. We say that Y is a q-ample subscheme of X if the invertible sheaf OXpE Y q is pq`δ´1q-ample. That is, for any locally free, hence for any coherent, sheafF onX holds:
Definition and first properties
Remark 5.2 (i) For q " 0 one recovers the ample subschemes introduced by Ottem.
(ii) Ample subvarieties are equidimensional (cf. [38, Proposition 3.4] ). This is not necessarily true for q ą 0. Indeed, let X :" P 2 and Y :" tx " 0u Y ty " z " 0u. ThenX " Bl Y pP 2 q is isomorphic to the blow-up of P 2 at r1 : 0 : 0s-we denote it by Ă P 2 and by E the exceptional divisor-, and
shows that the middle term does not vanish, so OX pE Y q is 1-ample, hence Y Ă P 2 is 1-ample. 
(Recall that cdpXzY q ě δ´1 for any Y of codimension δ.)
Proof. pñq By [42, Theorem 6.3] , it is enough to check the partial ampleness property for sheavesF E Y , whereF "Ã´k, k ě 1,Ã P PicpXq is ample. The sequence pðq LetF be a locally free sheaf onX. For t ě δ`q, (5.2) shows that the dimension of H t pX,FpmE Yis eventually constant. But the limit is H t pXzY,Fq which vanishes, by the assumption on the cohomological dimension. l
The proposition breaks the issue of deciding the partial ampleness of a subscheme Y Ă X into a local and a global problem. The partial ampleness of the normal sheaf is typically easier to verify. Unfortunately, it is more difficult to control the cohomological dimension of the complement (cf. [37, 35] ).
For k " C, a result due to Andreotti-Grauert q is an isomorphism, so Y is connected. (Note that the reference requires X to be smooth. However, this assumption is used only to apply the Serre duality, cf. loc. cit., proof of Theorem 3.3.) (ii) By the unmixedness theorem, local Cohen-Macaulay rings are equidimensional. l Proposition 5.6 Let Y Ă X be a subscheme. We consider the conditions: (a) Y is q-ample; (b) For all locally free sheaves F on X, we have:
Then the following statements hold:
Proof. (i) Since OX p´E Y q is relatively ample forX Ñ X, for m " 0, Leray's spectral sequence and the Serre duality onX yield the following isomorphisms:
(ii) In this case ωX is an invertible sheaf. The previous equation shows that the condition (5.1) holds for invertible sheaves ωX b L, with L P PicpXq; we need to prove that it holds for an arbitrary coherent sheafF onX. We consider A P PicpXq ample such that Ap´E Y q is ample onX. For c ą 0 such that pF b ω´1 X q b Ap´E Y q c is globally generated, we have the exact sequence:
The inductive argument in [38, Lemma 2.1] yields the conclusion. Indeed, the previous discussion shows that H j pFpmE YĂ H j`1 pF 1 pmE Y qq, for j ě codimY`q and m " 0. By repeating the argument forF 1 , etc., we obtain the desired cohomology vanishing forF.
Remark 5.7 (i) In conjunction with 5.6(i), recall that any projective scheme X admits a birational modificationX Ñ X such thatX is Cohen-Macaulay (cf. [33] ). This can be interpreted as the blow-up of some subscheme Y Ă X.
(ii) The Gorenstein property of the blow-up and of the Rees algebra has been investigated by several authors (cf. [31] and the references therein). An important situation, which covers many geometric applications, is when X is smooth and Y Ă X is lci.
As we shall see, sometimes it is convenient to work with the 'positivity', as opposed to the 'ampleness', of various objects. For this reason, we introduce the following ad hoc terminology. Definition 5.8 The subscheme Y of X is (has the property) p ą0 if, for all locally free sheaves F on X, holds:
A simple criterion. The computation of the ampleness of a subvariety is not straightforward, in general. However, this task becomes easy in the situation described below. In the sections 10.2, 10.3 we apply the criterion to zero loci of sections in globally generated vector bundles and to sources of G m -actions, respectively. Proposition 5.9 Let Y be a subscheme of X. Assume that there is a scheme V , and a morphism
IfX is Gorenstein (e.g. X is smooth, Y is lci), then Y is p ą0 , for p :" dim X´dim φpXq´1.
Proof. LetF be a coherent sheaf onX. Since OXpE Y q is relatively ample, it holds:
For j ě codim X pY q`q ą dim φpXq, we have
But the right hand-side vanishes, because Supp φ˚pF b OX pmE Yis at most dim φpXq-dimensional.
Proposition 5.10 Let the situation be as in 5.9, k " C, and X, Y smooth. Then holds:
" an isomorphism, for t ď p´1;
surjective, for t " p.
In particular, if p ě 3, then PicpXq Ñ PicpY q is an isomorphism.
Proof. We claim that OX pE Y q is dim φpXq-positive. Indeed, OX pE Y q is φ-relatively ample, so there is an embeddingX ι Ñ P NˆV (over V ) such that OXpm 0 E Y q " ι˚pO P N p1q b Mq, for some m 0 ą 0, M P PicpV q. Take the Fubini-Study metric on O P N p1q and an arbitrary one on M. We conclude by Theorem 1.9(ii). l
Equivalent characterization and elementary operations
The goal of this section is to study the behaviour of partial ampleness under various natural operations: intersection, pull-back, product. Combined with Theorem 8.1, one obtains various sufficient criteria for a subvariety to be G3 in the ambient space. Assumption. In this section, we assume that X is smooth and Y is lci. Proposition 6.1 Let f : X 1 Ñ X be a flat, surjective morphism, with X, X 1 smooth. If Y Ă X is lci and p ą0 , then Y 1 :" f´1pY q Ă X 1 is the same.
Proof. Since f is flat, Y 1 is lci in X 1 and codim X 1 pY 1 q " codim X pY q " δ. We check the property (5.1). The universality property of the blow-up (cf. [28, Ch. II, Corollary 7.15]) yields the commutative diagram:
The fibres of f andf have the same dimension-let it be d-andf˚OX pE Y q " OX 1 pE Y 1 q. For any coherent sheafG onX 1 holds:
As Y Ă X is p ą0 , we deduce: In particular, Z Ă X is`p´pdim Y´rq˘ą 0 .
Proof. The first inequality is proved in 4.1(i). The bound on the cohomological dimension is analogous to [38, Proposition 6.4]; we recall the proof here. Let U Z :" XzZ, U Y :" XzY and consider an arbitrary sheaf G on X. In the exact sequence
the right hand-side vanishes for i ě dim X´r, because Y Ă X is r ą0 . We claim that the left hand-side vanishes too, for i ě dim X´p. Indeed, it can be computed by using the spectral sequence (cf. [23, Exposé I, Théorème 2.6]): 
The lack of sufficient positivity of the normal bundle N Z{X prevented us to conclude that Z Ă X is mintr, pu ą0 . However, we shall see in Proposition 7.4 that this is close to be true.
Proof. (i) By 4.1, N Y 1 XY 2 {X is pq 1`q2 q-ample. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence for a coherent sheaf G on XzpY 1 X Y 2 q is:
Since XzpY 1 Y Y 2 q is closed in pXzY 1 qˆpXzY 2 q, we have:
Second, we have:
Since cdpO 1 X O 2 q ă dimpX 1ˆX2 q´pp 1`p2 q´1, cdpO j q ă dimpX 1ˆX2 q´p j , j " 1, 2, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence implies that cdpO 1 Y O 2 q ă dimpX 1ˆX2 q´mintp 1 , p 2 u. l
Weak positivity
Throughout this section we assume that X is a non-singular projective variety. We define a weak positivity property for a subscheme, suggested by the condition 5.8. This concept allows to prove a sort of transitivity for the p ą0 -property (cf. Proposition 7.4). Definition 7.1 We say that a subscheme Y Ă X is p Á0 (weakly p ą0 ) if there is a decreasing sequence of sheaves of ideals tJ m u m such that the following conditions hold: 
The defining property of the sequence tJ n u n together with the universality property of the projective limit yields: lim 
PicpXq fits into a similar sequence. The previous step and the five lemma yields the conclusion.
(ii)(b) The Hodge decomposition implies that H t pX, O X q Ñ H t pY, O Y q are isomorphisms, for t " 1, 2. It remains to use the exponential sequences for X and Y . l Proposition 7.4 Let Z Ă Y and Y Ă X be non-singular p ą0 subvarieties. Then Z Ă X is p Á0 . In particular, for all locally free sheaves F on X holds:
Proof. The completionÔ X,z of the local ring at a point z P Z is isomorphic to a ring of formal power series. Consider ξ 1 , . . . , ξ u , ζ 1 , . . . , ζ v P O X,z , whose images inÔ X,z are independent variables, such that I Y,z " xξy " xξ 1 , . . . , ξ u y and I Z,z " xξ, ζy " xξ 1 , . . . , ξ u , ζ 1 , . . . , ζ v y. For
We obtain the exact sequences:
The left hand-side is an O Y -module:
Let F be a locally free sheaf on X. The p ą0 property implies that there are a linear function lpkq " ct 1¨k`c t 2 (with ct 1 , ct 2 independent of F) and integers k F , l F , with the following properties:
For the last claim, one applies the uniform q-ampleness property (cf. 1.3):
-There is a function linearprq such that for any locally free sheaf F with regularity regpF Y q ď r holds:
Recursively for a " 1, . . . , k, starting with
, the exact sequence (7.3) yields:
Ñ 0 by F and deduce:
Note that the subschemes Z l,k defined by I k Y`I l Z are 'asymmetric' thickenings of Z in X. The sequence of ideals J k :" I k Y`I k`lpkq Z satisfies the property (7.1): indeed,
Thus Z Ă X is p Á0 . The Lemma 7.2 implies that cdpXzZq ă dim X´p, hence (7.2) holds by [27, Theorem III.3.4(b) ]. l
The G3 property
As already mentioned, in this section we shall see that partially ample subvarieties are G3 in the ambient space, not only G2 as in Section 3. Thus we obtain extension criteria for formal meromorphic functions in a number of situations. The key to deduce the G3 property is the following result due to Speiser. Theorem (cf. [27, Corollary V.2.2]) Let X be a non-singular projective variety and Y a closed subscheme. The statements below are equivalent:
(i) Y is G3 and intersects every effective divisor on X; (ii) Y is G2 and cdpXzY q ď dim X´2.
Theorem 8.1 Let X be a non-singular projective variety and Y Ă X be a pdim Y´1q-ample lci subvariety. Then Y Ă X is G3.
Proof. By Propositions 5.6, 6.2, Y is connected, cdpXzY q ď dim X´2, and the normal bundle of Y is pdim Y´1q-ample. Corollary 3.4 implies that Y Ă X is G2 and it remains to apply Speiser's result. l
The difficulty in proving the 1 ą0 property of a subvariety is to control the cohomological dimension of its complement. Our strategy is to apply Speiser's theorem that is, we show the G3 property by a direct argument. In order to achieve this goal we use a variant of a result due to Chow and Bȃdescu-Schneider (cf. [13, 5] ). Assumption. Let Y Ă SˆX be a S-flat family of irreducible subvarieties of a non-singular variety X, parametrized by an irreducible quasi-projective variety S. We assume that the following conditions hold:
(ii) Y s X D ‰ H, for any s P S and every effective divisor D on X.
(8.1) Theorem 8.2 Let the situation be as in (8.1) and suppose X is algebraically simply connected. If Y o is G2 in X, for some o P S, then it is actually G3.
Proof. The argument is analogous to [5, Theorem 13.4(ii) ]. There is a normal, irreducible, projective variety X 1 , a G3 subvariety Y 1 o Ă X 1 , and a morphism f : [5, Corollary 9.20] ). We are going to prove that f isétale everywhere, so X 1 " X since X is simply connected, hence Y o Ă X is G3.
Let ∆ 1 Ă X 1 be the ramification divisor of f and ∆ :" f˚p∆ 1 q; it is an effective divisor on X and we want ∆ " H. We show that a generic deformation of Y o avoids ∆, which is impossible by our hypothesis. Let us consider the diagram: Proof. Since the normal bundle N Yo{X is pdim Y o´1 q-ample, Corollary 3.4 implies that Y o is G2 in X; the previous theorem shows that it is actually G3. It also intersects every divisor, so Speiser's result yields cdpXzY o q ď dim X´2. We deduce that Y o is 1 ą0 , by Proposition 6.2.
The last claim follows from the fact that rationally connected varieties are algebraically simply connected (cf. [15, Corollary 4.18] ). l
In section 10 we shall see that the theorem applies to quasi-homogeneous varieties (in contrast to [5, Section 13] ). This yields many new examples of G3 subvarieties.
Intersections with divisors.
Here we discuss two fairly independent situations where the condition (8.1)(ii) is satisfied:
‚ every effective divisor on X is semi-ample that is, a multiple is globally generated; ‚ the family Y is strongly movable. 8.1.1. Minimal Mori dream spaces. They are the prototype of varieties whose effective divisors are semi-ample (cf. [32, Proposition 1.11]). Examples include Fano varieties, numerous toric and spherical varieties, and also GIT-quotients. Corollary 8.4 Let X be a smooth, algebraically simply connected, projective variety, such that every effective divisor on it is semi-ample. Suppose Y is a movable lci subvariety of X, such that its normal bundle is pdim Y´1q-ample. Then Y is G3, actually 1 ą0 , in X.
Proof. In order to apply 8.3, it is enough to show that Y intersects every effective divisor D on X non-trivially. Suppose there is D such that Y¨D " 0. Since mD is globally generated for some m ě 1, Y must be contained in a fibre F of X φ Ñ |mD|; the same holds for all the deformations of Y . Note that dim |mD| ě 1.
Since Y is movable, after possibly replacing Y by a deformation, we may assume that F is a regular fibre of φ. Then N F {Xae Y (which is trivial, of rank at least one) is a quotient of N Y {X (which is pdim Y´1q-ample). This is impossible. Ă SˆX be a family of lci subvarieties of X, with ρ dominant; then ρpYq contains an open subset O of X. The incidence variety Σ is the irreducible component of pπ, πqpYˆX Yq which contains the diagonal; π is a projective morphism, so Σ Ă SˆS is closed. One obtains the diagram:
For o P S, we denote Σ o :" ι´1po, Sq and ρ o :" ρ Σae Σo . ‚ codim X pXzOq ě 2, and
For simplicity, we call such a sequence pY s 0 , . . . , Y sn q a Y-chain.
Obviously, if Y is strongly movable, then there is an open subset of X whose points are connected by Y-chains. We require that its complement in X has codimension at least two. Lemma 8.7 Let the notation be as in 8.5 and suppose Y is strongly movable. Then, for generic o P S, the normal bundle N Yo{X is pdim Y o´1 q-ample.
Proof. We must find a movable morphism C ϕ Ñ Y o , an ample line bundle L C P PicpCq, and a movable homomorphism L C Ñ ϕ˚N Yo{X . A tangent vector ξ P T S,o induces an infinitesimal deformationv ξ P H 0 pY o , N Yo{X q that is, a homomorphism
Henceforth we restrict our attention to ξ P T Σo,o Ă T S,o . Proof. We fix a generic point o P S and assume that there is an irreducible effective divisor
Otherwise, for some s P S, the intersection D X Y s is proper, thus D¨Y s is numerically nontrivial. (Its pairing with a general intersection of complementary dimension is non-empty.)
The deformation invariance of the intersection product yields D X Y o ‰ 0, a contradiction. Note that, since π is projective, πpDq is closed in S. The claim implies:
For the last implication, observe the following:
Claim 2 πpDq contains an open subset of S, so π is surjective. We use the chain-connectedness of Y:
The previous claim implies
so the generic point o P S belongs to πpDq. Then πpDq " S, so it holds D " π´1pπpDqq " Y, a contradiction. Finally, the intersection D X Y o is proper, hence numerically non-trivial, because otherwise Y o Ă D, for generic o P S, which is impossible. l Theorem 8.9 Let Y be a family of lci subvarieties of the smooth projective variety X. We assume that the following properties are satisfied:
(a) X is algebraically simply connected (e.g. X is rationally connected); (b) Y is strongly movable; (c) X is Y-chain connected in codimension one.
Then any member Y of Y is G3 in X.
Proof. We apply 8.7 and 8.8:
The smoothness of X can be weakened: it is enough if the generic member of the family Y is contained in the smooth locus of X.
A connectedness problem
Notation 9.1 Let f : V Ñ X be a morphism between irreducible projective varieties and Y Ă X be a lci subvariety, with codim X Y ă dim f pV q. We denote
and assume that q ě 0.
The goal of this section is to apply the ideas developed so far to the following: Conjecture If the normal bundle N Y {X is ample, then f´1pY q is connected. The conjecture holds for products of projective spaces, flag varieties, low codimensional subvarieties of projective spaces, by work of Fulton-Hansen, Debarre, Bȃdescu [20, 25, 16, 7, 4] . Faltings proved the statement for homogeneous varieties (cf. [18, Korollar, pp. 148] ). The common feature of these approaches is to focus on the properties of the diagonal ∆ X Ă XˆX. Moreover, the methods are strongly adapted to homogeneous varieties. The problem was also studied in [39] , where the emphasis is rather on the movability of Y in X.
The approach inhere is based on two ingredients: Theorem 8.1 and the following result due to Hironaka-Matsumura:
Hartshorne's example shows that the G3-condition is optimal. This motivates our strategy: we impose positivity conditions on Y and analyse how they are inherited by the pre-image. Theorem 9.2 Let the notation be as in 9.1 and assume that Y Ă X is q-ample. 
(a) If the Stein factorization of f is Cohen-Macaulay, then f´1pY q is non-empty and connected. (b) The pre-image f´1pY q is G3 in V if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
V is smooth, f is flat, and Y X f pV q is lci in f pV q; f pV q is smooth and Y X f pV q is lci in f pV q.
Proof. (i)(a) We claim that Y X V is non-empty and`dimpY X V q´1˘-ample in V : indeed, cdpV zY X V q ď cdpXzY q ď codim X Y`q´1 " dim V´2 (cf. Proposition 5.4). Thus Y intersects V , actually dimpY X V q ě 1; otherwise cdpV zY X V q " dim V´1, a contradiction. The universality property of the blow-up yields the Cartesian diagram:
Since the exceptional divisor E Y is pdim V´2q-ample, the same holds for E Y XV . Proposition 5.5 implies that Y X V is connected.
(b) It's a direct application of Theorem 8.1.
(ii) Let Z :" f pV q be the reduced image andV :" Specpf˚O V q the Stein factorization of f .
(a) As before, it holds cdpZzY X Zq ď cdpXzY q ď dim Z´2. SinceVf Ñ Z is finite and V is Cohen-Macaulay, it follows cdpV zf´1pYď dimV´2, thusf´1pY q is connected. But V ÑV has connected fibres, so f´1pY q is connected.
(b˝) In this case, f´1pY q Ă V is lci and f is equidimensional. The induced morphism f : Bl f´1pY q pV q Ñ Bl Y XZ pZq is still equidimensional; since E Y XZ is pdim Z´2q-ample, E f´1pY q is pdim V´2q-ample (cf. proof of 6.1). The claim follows from Theorem 8.1. (ii) We pointed out that, as stated, the conjecture is false: [27, pp. 199 ] is the example of anétale morphism V Ñ X and positive dimensional, smooth subvariety Y Ă X with ample normal bundle and disconnected pre-image. The condition (iib˝) is satisfied and, moreover, Y is G2 but not G3 in X. What (necessarily) fails is the partial ampleness of Y .
Hence the positivity conditions on Y are necessary. However, one can weaken the transversality and regularity assumptions through deformations. The method is suited for smoothable triples pY, V, f q, which can be moved into general relative position. Consider W " pW s q sPS :" YˆSˆX V Ă V; assume that generically W s Ă V s is connected and c-codimensional, for s P U Ă S. For o P S, suppose moreover that it holds:
Examples of q-ample subvarieties
Partially ample subvarieties are ubiquitous. We shall discuss several classes of examples:
(i) subvarieties of almost homogeneous varieties; (ii) zero loci of sections in globally generated vector bundles; (iii) sources of Bialynicki-Birula decompositions, corresponding to actions of the multiplicative group.
10.1. Subvarieties of (almost) homogeneous varieties. Suppose G is a connected algebraic group with identity element e and consider the morphism:
Let X be a smooth G-variety with an open orbit O. So, if G is linear, then X is automatically rational. We denote by µ : GˆX Ñ X the action and, for x P X, let µ x p¨q :" µp¨, xq. Note that, for homogeneous X " G{P , the subset S Y is closed in G. Indeed, if y o " e, then P Ă G Y,yo and µ factorizes through pGˆGq{P , where P acts diagonally. But the morphism pGˆGq{P Ñ G is projective, so the image of pG Y,yoˆGY,yo q{P is closed in G. Lemma 10.2 If Y strongly generates X, then it generates X.
Proof. Indeed, the stabilizer H Ă G of y o is contained in G Y,yo and
We remark that, by taking G-translates of Y , we retrieve the situation studied in 8.1.2:
Lemma 10.3 Suppose Y strongly generates the almost homogeneous variety X. Then the following properties hold: (i) the family (10.1) is strongly movable; (ii) If codim X pXzOq ě 2, then X is Y-chain connected in codimension one.
Proof. (i) Note that S Y coincides with Σ e defined in 8.5 (for o " e P G). Moreover, for g P G, S gY " gS Y g´1 and it holds: µpS gY , gY X Oq " gµpS Y , Y X Oq. By hypothesis, the right hand-side is open in X, hence ρ Σ in (8.2) is dominant.
(ii) Lemma 10.2 implies that G is generated by G Y,yo . Then, for any g P G, there is a sequence e " g 0 , g 1 , . . . , g n P G Y,yo whose product equals g. It follows that Proof. Since G is linear, X is a rational variety. The previous lemma implies that Theorem 8.9 applies to the family Y " GˆY . l Corollary 10.5 Suppose pX, Oq is almost homogeneous for the action of the linear algebraic group G. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) codim X pXzOq ě 2; (b) The stabilizer of some (any) point x 0 P O contains a Cartan subgroup of G.
Then the diagonal is 1 ą0 , thus G3, in the product XˆX.
This generalizes to almost homogeneous spaces the analogous result for rational homogeneous varieties (cf. [6, Theorem 2]).
Proof. We apply the previous theorem to the diagonal ∆ X Ă XˆX. The group GˆG acts on XˆX with open orbit OˆO, whose complement has codimension at least two, and ∆ X X pOˆOq -O. It remains to verify that ∆ X is strongly generating that is, S ∆ X¨O is open in OˆO. Let H be the stabilizer of the point x o P O. A direct computation yields:
" tpg, gq¨pe, Ad a phqq | a, g P G, h P Hu, pe P G is the identityq.
Since H contains a Cartan subgroup of G, Ť The case of homogeneous varieties. In the previous paragraph we obtained the 1 ą0 property for strongly generating subvarieties. However, one would like to have examples of subvarieties with stronger positivity properties. The theorem below is simply a reformulation of results due to Faltings, Barth-Larsen. Theorem 10.6 Let X " G{P be a rational homogeneous variety, with G a semi-simple linear group. Denote by ℓ the minimal rank of the simple factors of G. Let Y Ă X be a smooth subvariety of codimension δ. The following statements hold: 
Proof. (i) Indeed, we have cdpXzY q ď dim X´ℓ`2δ´2 and T X is pdim X´ℓq-ample. Since N Y {X is a quotient of T X , we conclude by Proposition 6.2.
(ii) In this case, N Y {P n is ample. By [37, Theorem 4.4, 2.13], the inequality cdpP n zY q ă n´p holds if and only if res t Y is an isomorphism and the local cohomological dimension of Y Ă P n is at most n´p. Since Y is smooth, the latter equals codim P n Y " n´dim Y , so the latter condition is satisfied. l 10.2. Zero loci of sections in globally generated vector bundles. Throughout this section, N is a vector bundle of rank ν on the smooth projective variety X.
q-ample vector bundles.
A simple method to produce q-ample, lci subvarieties is by taking zero loci of q-ample vector bundles. Proposition 10.7 Suppose N is q-ample and Y is the zero locus of a regular section in it. Then Y Ă X is a q-ample subvariety; in particular, if q ă dim X´ν, then Y is G3 in X.
Proof. We verify the condition (5.3) for the zero locus Y of s P H 0 pX, Nq and the (arbitrary) vector bundle F on X. Since s is regular, Y is lci in X, codim X pY q " ν, so Bl Y pXq is Gorenstein, and we have the resolution (cf. [11, Theorem 3 
The vector bundles L j m pN _ q, 1 ď j ď ν, are defined as follows:
and it holds
Proposition 10.8 Suppose detpNq is ample. If the dimension of the generic fibre of φ (over its image) is p`1, then OX pE Y q is dim φpXq-positive, and Y is p ą0 .
Proof. The assumptions of 5.9 are satisfied.
10.2.3.
Special subvarieties of the Grassmannian. Let W Ď ΓpNq be a vector subspace which generates N, dim W " ν`u`1. It is equivalent to a morphism f : X Ñ GrpW ; νq to the Grassmannian of ν-dimensional quotients of W ; then detpNq is ample if and only if ϕ is finite onto its image. Henceforth we restrict our attention to X " GrpW ; νq; it is naturally isomorphic to the variety Grpu`1; W q of pu`1q-dimensional subspaces of W . Let N be the universal quotient bundle. The morphism φ in (10.3) is explicit:
(xe x y stands for the line generated by e x P N x , x P GrpW ; νq.) The restriction to the Grassmannian corresponds to the commutative diagram
Thus φ is the desingularization of the rational map g s : GrpW ; νq GrpW {xsy; ν´1q, rW ։ N s Þ Ñ rW {xsy ։ N {xβsys, (10.7)
followed by the Plücker embedding of GrpW {xsy; ν´1q. The indeterminacy locus of φ is GrpW {xsy; νq; hence the latter is u ą0 in GrpW ; νq.
The discussion generalizes to special Schubert subvarieties. For ℓ ď ν, fix an ℓ-dimensional subspace Λ ℓ Ă W and define:
The cycles Y ℓ , ℓ " 1, . . . , ν, generate the Chow (cohomology) ring of X. In fact, Y ℓ has codimension ν´ℓ`1 and it is the vanishing locus of the section:
We are in the situation described in 5.9. The diagram (10.3) corresponds to the rational map
followed by a large Plücker embedding; its indeterminacy locus is precisely Y ℓ . Since φ is surjective, we deduce that Y ℓ Ă X is`ℓpu`1q´1˘ą 0 .
Remark 10.9 (i) Propositions 10.8 and 10.7 (see also 1.7) deal with complementary situations: OXpE Y q is relatively ample for some morphism, while O PpN _ q p1q is the pull-back of an ample line bundle.
(ii) The criterion 10.7 is not optimal: Proposition 1.7 implies that, for X " Grpν`u`1; νq, the universal quotient bundle N is q-ample, q " dim PpN _ q´P ν`u " dim X´pu`1q. Hence Y " Grpν`u; νq, the zero locus of a section of N, is pu`1´νq ą0 ; this can be negative. On the other hand, Proposition 5.9 implies that Y is u ą0 . Moreover, s ℓ above is far from being a regular section, so one can not use 10.7 to estimate the amplitude of Y ℓ . But 5.9 is still applicable. (iii) Zero loci of sections in globally generated vector bundles appear in recent work of FulgerLehmann (cf. [19] ). They defined the pliant cone of a projective variety X, which is generated by pre-images of Schubert subvarieties of (various) Grassmannians Gr, by morphisms X Ñ Gr.
The pliant cone is a full-dimensional sub-cone of the nef cone of X, whose generators are easier to understand.
Pre-images of special Schubert varieties belong to the pliant cone. Our discussion shows they enjoy remarkable positivity properties, in particular are G3 in the ambient space. The source and sink of P N , X are respectively:
P N source " trz 0 , 0, . . . , 0su, P N sink " tr0, . . . , 0, z r su, Y " Y source " X X P N source , Y sink " X X P N sink , Y`" X X pP N source q`, pP N source q`" trzs " rz 0 , z 1 , . . . , z r s | z 0 ‰ 0u. (i) The exceptional divisor of B is φ-relatively ample, hence the exceptional divisor of b is φ X -relatively ample.
(ii) The morphism φ : Bl I pP N q Ñ P N 1 is G m -invariant and dim φ X pXq " dim φ X pXzY`q ď dimpXzY`q.
(10.12)
Proof. (i) The subscheme determined by I is the vanishing locus of a section in a direct sum of ample line bundles over P N , so we recover the situation in Proposition 10.8.
(ii) The G m -invariance of φ, thus of φ X , follows from 10.8. It holds:
dim φ X pBl J pXqq " dim φ X pXzY q and φ X pXzY q " φ X pXzY`q Y φ X pY`zY q.
For rz 0 , z 1 s P Y`zY and t P G m , the G m -invariance of φ X yields:
φ X`r z 0 , z 1 s˘" φ X`tˆr z 0 , z 1 s˘" φ X`l im tÑ8 tˆrz 0 , z 1 s˘.
But lim tÑ8 tˆrz 0 , z 1 s " r0, z 2 s P XzY`, which implies φ X pY`zY q Ă φ X pXzY`q. l
Now we can estimate the ampleness of the source Y . The inclusions N Ă N P N source {P N " t rz N 0 , z 1 s | z N 0 ‰ 0 u Ă P N are G m -equivariant. But the diagonal multiplication on the coordinates z 1 exists globally on P N , consequently X Ă P N is invariant for the G m -action by scalar multiplication on z 1 " pz N 1 , . . . , z Nr q. Hence the exponents l ρ in (10.10) are all equal to one, so J " I Y Ă O X . l Remark 10.12 Note that XzY`is closed in XzY . Thus, by using Lemma 7.2, we deduce: cdpXzY q " dimpXzY`q. This simple answer contrasts the elaborate techniques needed to estimate the cohomological dimension of the complement of a subvariety (cf. [37, 18, 35] ). Example 10.13 (i) Let W -k w`1 , w`1 even, be a vector space endowed with a nondegenerate, symmetric bilinear form β. Consider X :" o Grpu`1; W q, the orthogonal Grassmannian of pu`1q-dimensional isotropic subspaces of W ; in particular, w`1 ě 2pu`1q. We choose coordinates on W such that β " " 0 1l pw`1q{2 1l pw`1q{2 0  , (1l stands for the identity matrix), and decompose W " k pw`1q{2 ' k pw`1q{2 into the sum of two Lagrangian subspaces. We consider λ : G m Ñ SO pw`1q{2 , λptq " diag " t´1, 1l pw´1q{2 , t, 1l pw´1q{2 ‰ . The source is Y " tU | s :" p1, 0, . . . , 0q P U u -o Grpu; w´1q and, for U P Y , holds:
T X,U -HompU, U K {U q ' Hom anti´symm pU, U _ q, (Note that hpsq P xsy K .)
T Y,U -HompU {xsy, U K {U q ' Hom anti´symm`U {xsy, pU {xsyq _˘, N Y {X,U " Hompxsy, xsy K {U q. Note that β ae W 1 has a 1-dimensional kernel xs 1 y: if w " 2u`1, then s 1 P U for all U P XzY`; for greater w, this is not the case. We deduce:
codimpXzY`q " " u if w " 2u`1; u`1 if w ě 2u`3, ñ Y Ă X is: " pu´1q ą0 if w " 2u`1; u ą0 if w ě 2u`3.
(ii) With the previous notation, let ω be a skew-symmetric bilinear form on W and X :" sp Grpu`1; W q be the symplectic Grassmannian of pu`1q-dimensional isotropic subspaces of W . Take a Lagrangian decomposition W " k pw`1q{2 ' k pw`1q{2 , such that ω " " 0 1l pw`1q{2 1l pw`1q{2 0  .
The action induced by λ : G m Ñ Sp pw`1q{2 , λptq " diag " t´1, 1l pw´1q{2 , t, 1l pw´1q{2 ‰ has the source Y " tU | s :" p1, 0, . . . , 0q P U u -sp Grpu; w´1q.
A similar computation yields N Y {X,U -Hompxsy, W {U q. In this case, G m doesn't act on N Y {X by scalar multiplication: it has weight t 2 on Hompxsy, W {xsy K q and weight t on its complement (K stands for the ω-orthogonal). The complement of the open BB-cell is p1`uqcodimensional in X, as before. We conclude that, in this case, Y is only u Á0 ; more precisely, there is a non-reduced scheme with support Y which is u ą0 .
